Adventure / Advanced
Open Water Course

The Adventure / Advanced Open Water Course has been dealt a bad rap! Many people feel
they need to gain a lot of experience as divers before taking this course. How many times have
you heard your friends say, "I think I’ll take the Advanced after I get a few more dives in"? This is
completely wrong!!! Our course is designed to offer adventure & experience in a variety of
dives at different dive sites. People think they need to have the experience first and end up
missing out on this adventure under safe, controlled
conditions.

For this reason, we have renamed the

Advanced Open Water Course the "Adventure Course".
If you know of someone who would like to experience
new types of diving or make new dive buddies while
interacting with the environment (feeding wolf eels &
playing with octopus), have them give us a call! We can
also show them how to take underwater photos, try out
an underwater scooter, and boat dive! We’ll make sure
st

they dive safely, have fun, and keep diving. In addition, each of these dives count as the 1

dive of the related specialty, moving the student one step closer to the prestigious Master Scuba
Diver Certification. Also, those already certified in our Adventure Course are always welcome
to join us during any of our dives. We encourage you to dive with us to gain additional
experience and have fun!

Scheduling
As people become more involved in everyday life, having less time available for even recreation,
we now offer the option of "piecing together" the Adventure Course (one dive at a time, if
necessary) to accommodate the busy person’s schedule. You create the course, by selecting
which electives you want to try outside of the core Navigation and Deep dives. These electives
can be anything such as Wreck, Drift, Night, Boat, Dive Propulsion Vehicle, or Photography to
name just a few. Our goal is that you have fun and experience the underwater world in a safe,
comfortable manner.
Your course fee includes all rental equipment (drysuit may be an additional charge), a
minimum of 5 open water dives at various locations, compass rental, and a lot of fun!

Let us know how we can help!

